
Love Set This eight flower essence set supports romantic relationships, 
opening the way for enhanced intimacy and heart-centered 
partnerships. 

Use these Delta Gardens essences on your own or with a 
partner to amplify the energy of love in your life.

ESSENCES

Beach Pea in Moonlight (Lathyrus japonicus)
Infused with the energy of the full moon, Beach Pea in Moonlight is an elixir of 
tenderness, activating the heart and supporting greater synchrony with our partners. 
Beach Pea helps us feel “in step,” relaxed, and playful with the ones we love, leading to 
feelings of closeness and harmony.

Don Juan Rose (hybrid)
This essence helps us open to, understand, and integrate romantic love as an energy 
in our lives. Don Juan Rose balances our attitudes and beliefs about love and falling in 
love, allowing us to personalize romantic love as an internal experience. 

Fragrant Blush Rose (hybrid)
Fragrant Blush Rose awakens tenderness, understanding, and caring for ourselves and 
others. Those in partnerships might enjoy taking the essence together.

Happy Dancer Orchid (Phalaenopsis lianher)
Is your truest self buried under or behind love? Happy Dancer Orchid helps us express 
who we are through and in love rather than hiding behind it. This essence enhances 
the ability to develop and express our complete identity while in relationship.

Lokelani Rose (Rosa damascena)
Also called Maui Rose, Lokelani Rose carries the energy of Hawaii and a vibration 
of expanding love for the earth, nature, and the cosmos. The essence transmits a 
Lemurian-type energy that helps move old, stuck, or heavy emotional blockages 
lodged in the heart area and encourages positive heart connections to all people and 
things. 

Rugosa Rose & Sand (Rosa rugosa)
This blend of wild Rugosa Rose and purple beach sand (with an abundance of garnet 
in its composition) connects us to the irresistible sweetness of new love, helps us go 
with the flow, and follow our hearts. Rugosa Rose & Sand carries a fun, exploratory 
energy and helps those in established relationships open their hearts again to the joy 
of sharing life experiences.

Sunset Hibiscus (Hibiscus rosa-sinensis) 
Open a reservoir of love in your heart while simultaneously awakening dormant 
sensual energy in the sacral chakra. Sunset Hibiscus is helpful for those of us who 
suppress sexual feelings or who separate love and sex. It’s an elixir for anyone who 
wishes to experience the depth and dimension of heart-centered intimacy.

True Love Hibiscus (Hibiscus rosa-sinensis)
Do you long for—and also shy away from—the experience of “big love” due to past 
hurts or feelings of vulnerability? True Love Hibiscus helps us feel safe enough to fully 
show ourselves to another person and encourages couples to explore what it means to 
be vulnerable together.

Questions? 
Contact us at info@deltagardens.com or (603) 601-6929.
Visit deltagardens.com for info on upcoming events.


